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1

ChaPTer 1

Yesterday’s Birds

The road from reptiles to Birds is by way of dinosauria to the ratitae.
— thomas henry huxley, in a letter to ernst haeCkel on 21 january 18681

the terrible Claw

late one hot august evening in 1964, 
near Bridger, Montana, the paleontolo-
gist John ostrom and his assistant, Greg 
Meyer, made a discovery that revolution-
ized the study of ancient birds. Toward the 
end of a hard day in the field, they spot-
ted, in the slanted light, some claws and 
bones protruding from the reddish- brown 
soil. scrambling to the spot, they began 
digging with the only tools they had at 
hand— a jackknife, a small paintbrush, 
and a whisk broom. rapidly running out 
of natural light, they marked the location 
so they could resume work the next morn-
ing. Given the fossil’s sickle- like claws, os-
trom was convinced this was a carnivorous 
dinosaur: “i was almost certain, although 
still wary, that we had discovered some-
thing totally new.”2 and they had, as the 
subsequent week of excavation revealed— a 

 
specimen considered by some3 to be the most  
important dinosaur discovery of the mid- 
twentieth century, an animal ostrom called 
Deinonychus, “the terrible claw.” This was a 
seventy- kilogram bipedal runner with sharp 
claws on all four feet and an especially out-
sized retractable claw on the second toe of 
each hindlimb. Deinonychus was a killing 
machine, and its study revolutionized our 
understanding of how dinosaurs lived and 
breathed and how birds evolved. Deinony-
chus was a member of the Dromaeosauridae, a 
family of theropod dinosaurs— including Ve-
lociraptor, made famous by the movie Jurassic 
Park— that proliferated in the cretaceous.

Like so many others who influenced or-
nithology in the early twentieth century, 
ostrom started out studying medicine. 
Growing up in schenectady, new york, he 
began his premed studies there at Union 

a pair of Archaeopteryx lithographica. Painting by rudolf freund for an article in LIFE magazine on evolution (Barnett 
1959). in 1959 nothing was known about the colors of plumages and bare parts of fossil birds, so freund was guessing 
(probably incorrectly, as it turns out).
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evolutionary history of the birds (red), a selection of other dinosaurs (purple and blue), and some other groups of 
vertebrate animals (gray). The dinosaurs comprise two major groups: ornithischians (blue) and saurischians (purple 
and red). representatives of each named taxon, except Confusciornis and Deinonychus (see page 2), are shown (not drawn 
to scale). The large bird in the upper left is a moa (Dinornis maximus) from new Zealand, one of an entire genus of birds 
that was extinct by 1800 due to human activities. Heilmann and others originally thought that birds evolved from 
Pseudosuchian reptiles (dashed gray line).
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box 2.1 Peter and rosemary Grant

rosemary grew up in the Lake district of eng-
land. Her choice of career as a biologist is not 
surprising, as she was strongly influenced by 
her early experience in the family garden and on  
the fossil- studded limestone hills. Her mother 
encouraged an interest in nature; birds were 
only a part of it. Her father encouraged an 
interest in medicine, and she helped him in 
his practice as a country doctor for a year. 
Her career began in earnest when she went to 
edinburgh as an undergraduate and entered 
conrad Waddington’s genetics department. 
she learned quantitative genetics from doug-
las falconer as he tried out in his undergradu-
ate lectures the chapters of his forthcoming 
and, as it turned out, highly influential book. 
The edinburgh atmosphere was exciting, 
stimulating, and encouraging to the students 
lucky enough to be among the chosen few for 
the diploma course: six from Britain and six 
from overseas. for a Phd degree rosemary 
decided to study genetic differentiation and 
speciation in land- locked char in iceland. 
Before that happened, she took a year off to 
teach embryology, cytology, and genetics at  

 

the University of British columbia. it took 
a long time for her to visit iceland, and then 
only as a tourist first and as a lecturer later. 
Her husband- to- be had complicated her life.

Peter’s bird watching began when he was 
about four years old, but for quite some time 
it took third place to butterfly catching and 
bouncing a ball. i was a general naturalist, and 
i was encouraged in this branch of biology at 
school and at university. at cambridge i was 
influenced by two ornithological ethologists, 
Bill Thorpe and robert Hinde, and a natural-
ist, Hugh cott, but also, not far offstage at ox-
ford, by david Lack and niko Tinbergen and, 
more distantly, by e. B. ford. Their combined 
work in animal behavior, ecology, and genet-
ics became the heterogeneous framework in 
which rosemary and i now seek an under-
standing of evolution in the natural world. 
david Lack’s Life of the Robin stimulated me 
to catch one in a makeshift trap fashioned out 
of a fire- guard, and i still remember the thrill 
of holding that first bird. While an under-
graduate i joined the cambridge Bird club. 
i learned from contemporaries that there 
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individual selection thinking, changed or 
is changing our understanding: foraging, 
brood parasitism, and cognition.

Cooperative breeding

it is hard to imagine what costa rica must 
have been like in the 1930s, when the bi-
ologist alexander skutch decided to live 
there. american by birth, dutch by descent, 
skutch trained first as a botanist, studying 
bananas for his doctoral research. on seeing 
a rufous- tailed Hummingbird building its 
nest just outside his lab window in Panama 
in 1928, he switched from “foliage to feath-
ers” and never looked back:

i found this [the hummingbird], and the 
many other birds that nested in the garden, so 
fascinating that i decided to learn more about 
tropical american birds. after my return to 
the United states, i delved into the literature 
and found that nearly every species had been 
collected, named, and minutely described, 
but that very little was known about their hab-
its. i concluded that i could do nothing more 
important and satisfying than to learn the in-
timate details of their lives.5

after more than a decade traveling about 
central america, skutch bought a farm (Los 
cosingos) in costa rica, where he remained, 
with his wife, Pamela, but without electricity 
or a telephone line,6 for the rest of his long 
life. He continued to study and write about 
birds, eventually becoming the premier 
neotropical ornithologist. When asked, at 
the age of ninety- six, what he considered his 
most important ornithological contribution, 
he said, “Writing about the life histories 
of many tropical birds, whose nesting and 
other habits were previously little known or 

other hand, was much clearer, and although 
he was concerned with selection operating at 
the level of the gene, his central theme was 
about the functioning groups of genes in 
individuals (segerstråle 2000: 71; Birkhead 
and Monaghan 2010).

Prior to the 1970s most field ornithology— 
with a few notable exceptions— was descrip-
tive natural history. Behavioral ecology, 
by focusing on whether behaviors or other 
traits, such as elaborate plumage or songs, 
were adaptive, allowed ornithologists to 
generate hypotheses and test specific predic-
tions within an individual selection frame-
work (Brown 1964; Krebs and davies 1978). 
in so doing, behavioral ecology changed 
the very nature of ornithology, elevating its 
scientific status and influencing where orni-
thologists published their results. Prior to the 
mid-1970s, ornithologists aspired to publish 
their results in journals like Ibis or The Auk, 
but once behavioral ecology took off these 
journals were passed over in favor of new, 
concept- based publications, such as Behav-
ioral Ecology and Behavioural Ecology and So-
ciobiology. The introduction of journal impact 
factors and citation indices in the 1980s and 
1990s further damaged bird journals, and 
indeed, after the mid- 1970s many research-
ers who worked on birds ceased calling them-
selves ornithologists at all, because that now 
seemed too narrow. instead they often re-
ferred to themselves as behavioral ecologists 
or, sometimes, evolutionary biologists— who 
happened to study birds.

Hamilton’s ingenious solution to the 
paradox of altruism prompted new interest 
in cooperative breeding in birds. We there-
fore start with this topic and then consider 
three other central areas of behavioral ecol-
ogy where the study of birds, informed by 
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TiMeLine for BeHavior aL ecoLoGy. Left: covers of davies (2000), Krebs and davies (1978), dawkins (1976) 
and Wilson (1975); common cuckoo visiting a host’s nest; cover of Howard (1920); two pairs of Pied Wagtails fighting 
over territory depicted in Howard’s Territory in Bird Life. right: new caledonian crow using a stick to extract a grub 
from a crevice; John fitzpatrick (left) and Glen Woolfenden (right), each with a florida scrub Jay at archbold Biologi-
cal station; Brown Jay; cover of skutch (1987); common cuckoo chick ejecting a host egg from a nest.

1920

1950

1980

2010

1890

1860

Cuckoos, Cowbirds and 
Other Cheats (Davies)

Behavioural Ecology: An 
Evolutionary Approach 
(ed. Krebs & Davies)

Selfish Gene (Dawkins)

Foraging Behavior 
(ed. Kamil & Sargent)

Sociobiology (Wilson)

Adaptation & Natural 
Selection (Williams)

Cuckoo’s Secret (Chance)

Territory in Bird Life (Howard)

On the Origin of Species by Means of 
Natural Selection (Darwin)

Cowbirds:  A Study in the Biology of 
Social Parasitism (Friedmann)

Hunt: tool use, New Caledonian Crows

International Society for 
Behavioral Ecology founded

Brown: cooperative breeding in 
Mexican Jays

Optimal foraging: the 
marginal value theorem

(Charnov)

Woolfenden & Fitzpatrick: cooperative 
breeding in Florida Scrub Jays

Eibl-Eibesfeldt: studies tool use by 
Woodpecker Finch

Skutch: helpers at the nest

Gifford observes tool use by 
Woodpecker Finch

A. Newton reports on details about 
cuckoo gens matching host eggs
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arthur allen at cornell University, fried-
mann’s doctoral thesis became his classic 
book The Cowbirds: A Study in the Biology of So-
cial Parasitism (1929). He continued to study 
cowbirds and other brood parasites through-
out his life, publishing numerous papers and 
several monographs— many of which are 
still cited today. friedmann was president of 
the aoU between 1937 and 1939, elected to 
the national academy of sciences in 1962, 
and awarded the Brewster Medal from the 
aoU in 1964.41

The Brown- headed cowbird is an extreme 
generalist, its eggs having been found in the 
nests of 220 other species and successfully 
raised in the nests of 144 species (friedmann 
and Kiff 1985)— far more than the common 
cuckoo (davies 2000). The cowbird does 
not mimic the eggs of its hosts, and individ-
ual females often parasitize a range of spe-
cies. However, the Brown- headed cowbird 
does share many features in common with 
the cuckoo, including flexibility in its mat-
ing system and rapid laying (which occurs 
early in the morning while the host parent 
is absent). it also pays for the cowbird eggs 
to hatch first, but unlike the cuckoo, this 
is achieved by rapid embryo growth rather 
than by internal incubation (Kattan 1995).

inspired by rothstein’s experimental 
studies of cowbirds, nick davies and Mike 
Brooke in the late 1980s used model eggs, 
matched for color and mass to resemble 
those of the common cuckoo, to investi-
gate acceptance and rejection among po-
tential hosts. They were especially pleased 
when the ornithologist Bruce campbell, 
unaware of their work, mistook one of their 
model eggs for a genuine cuckoo egg. da-
vies’s and Brooke’s studies (e.g. davies and 
Brooke 1989a, b) marked a new era in brood 

america, those conducting studies of other 
species, such as Kirtland’s Warbler (May-
field 1961) and the Prairie Warbler (nolan 
1978) in the 1960s and 1970s, could not fail 
to see the deleterious consequences of brood 
parasitism by cowbirds. conservation was 
therefore an important motivation for cow-
bird studies, accelerated by the interest in 
evolutionary questions arising from behav-
ioral ecology in the 1970s.

Herbert friedmann— one of the fathers 
of avian brood- parasitism research— was 
among the first to study cowbirds and pro-
vided a solid account of their natural history 
(friedmann 1929). a gentle, enthusiastic 
scholar, friedmann— who also studied other 
cowbird species in south america and hon-
eyguides and cuckoos in africa— recognized 
the enormous potential of brood parasites to 
inform us about coevolution, social behav-
ior, and the reproductive strategies of birds. 
a Phd student of the great ornithologist 

Herbert friedmann (right, at age ca. 53), here with alex-
ander Wetmore (at age ca. 61), looking at specimens at 
the Us national Museum, Washington, dc, in 1951.
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“misimprinting” (on the cuckoo chick) might 
result in hosts failing to raise all subsequent 
broods.

Langmore et al. (2003) later showed that 
superb fairywrens in australia, which are 
parasitized by both the shining Bronze 
cuckoo and Horsfield’s Bronze cuckoo, do 
discriminate between their own chicks and 
those of cuckoos and abandon parasitized 
nests. The reason that chick discrimination 
occurs in the fairywren, but not in eur-
asian reed Warblers, is probably because the 
higher incidence of parasitism among wrens 
outweighs any costs of misidentification and 
because the fairywren’s longer breeding sea-
son allows them to compensate for losses 
due to brood parasitism. studies of other 
brood parasites subsequently demonstrated 
chick recognition and ejection behavior by 
hosts (e.g., Grim 2007; sato et al. 2010).

new technologies will undoubtedly fur-
ther our understanding of brood parasitism. 
for example, in claire spottiswoode’s study 
in Zambia, 20 to 30 percent of all prinia nests 
are parasitized by cuckoo- finches, yet she 
rarely sees or hears female cuckoo- finches. 
different types of tracking devices, now tiny 

parasitism research, testing a suite of ideas 
suggested by a range of earlier workers.

They tested, for example, alfred russel 
Wallace’s (1889) idea that cuckoos produced 
mimetic eggs as camouflage against preda-
tors, but they found no evidence for this. 
They also tested some of chance’s (1922, 
1940) ideas, asking why common cuckoos 
lay in the afternoon and finding that, as pre-
dicted, hosts were less attentive at this time. 
davies and Brooke also showed that by lay-
ing just after the host had started to lay, 
cuckoos were more likely to have their eggs 
accepted than if they laid in the host’s nest 
before the host had started laying eggs.

it had been a long- standing question 
why cuckoo hosts often react so strongly to 
a “foreign” egg, but so readily accepted a 
foreign chick— even though a cuckoo chick 
is usually very different from host chicks. 
arnon Lotem (1993) addressed this question 
using a theoretical model, pointing out that 
it would be maladaptive for hosts to learn by 
imprinting on their first brood, because, if 
their initial brood is parasitized, they would 
then discriminate against their own off-
spring in subsequent broods. in other words, 

The cuckoo-  finch (male left, female second from left) is a brood parasite of the Tawny-  flanked Prinia (right), produc-
ing remarkably variable, mimetic eggs (host eggs in the outer ring; cuckoo-  finch eggs in the inner ring).
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ChaPTer 9

Selection in Relation to Sex

The external beauty of form and colour which birds present, has so far proved 
a serious distraction, so that ornithologists, captivated thereby, have paid 

but little heed to the possible factors to which these features are due.

— william pyCraft (1910: vii), in his a hisTory of Birds, 
pointing out how little had been done to follow up 

on darwin’s insights into sexual seleCtion

a swede in afriCa

in kenya’s fertile green highlands, 
thirty- three- year- old swedish ornitholo-
gist Malte andersson is on vacation with his 
wife, escaping the worst of a scandinavian 
winter. every few minutes a male Long- tailed 
Widowbird emerges from the long grass in a 
magical floating display flight. Like a black 
sparrow sporting a tail 50 centimeters (20 
inches) long, the male widowbird is distinctly 
unbirdlike. The female, on the other hand, is 
dull, brown, and all but tailless. seeing the 
male display for the first time, andersson is 
captivated.

a bird watcher since childhood but with 
an interest in physics, andersson trained 
first as an engineer. at university he switched 
to biology and animal behavior after reading 
books by eric fabricius and niko Tinbergen. 

as well as liking birds, andersson was fas-
cinated by the explanation of evolution by 
George Williams, whose book Adaptation 
and Natural Selection (1966) was one of the 
foundations of behavioral ecology.

after his first degree, andersson went on 
to do a Phd on the behavior of skuas, inspired 
by Tinbergen’s (1959) comparative studies of 
gull displays. andersson’s research compared 
the social signals of the skuas and jaegers and 
demonstrated unexpected behavioral simi-
larities between Great skuas and one of the 
smaller species, the Pomarine skua. it was in 
1975, after completing his Phd, with its pub-
lic examination as the finale, that andersson 
and his wife headed for africa.

fascinated by the huge difference in 
appearance between male and female 

Male (right) and female (left) Blue Bird-of-paradise illustrated by William Matthew Hart. Hart did his best to imagine 
the display, not knowing that the male actually displays hanging upside down.
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box 9.1 amotz Zahavi

i have been watching birds since i was a small 
boy. as no one around me in my small native 
town of Petach Tiqva knew anything about 
them, i had to invent my own names for many 
of the birds i encountered. i learned their 
proper names only when, at the age of twelve, 
i met H. Mendelssohn, who was the direc-
tor of a small zoo and bird collection at the 
Pedagogical institute in Tel- aviv, which years 
later became the department of Zoology at 
Tel- aviv University. He introduced me to sys-
tematic bird watching, convinced me to study 
zoology at the Hebrew University, and super-
vised my study (an Msc project) of the birds of 
the Huleh swamp and lake. The time i spent 
at this beautiful site impressed me about the 
importance of conservation.

niko Tinbergen’s book The Study of Instinct 
influenced my decision to spend a year with 
him at oxford. With a recommendation from 
colonel Meinertzhagen, whom i accompa-
nied on his last tour of israel, i received a 
British council scholarship to go to oxford. 
Tinbergen and his student group meetings 

introduced me to the study of behavior, and i 
spent the spring of 1955 at ravenglass with Uli 
and rita Weidman. While watching the incu-
bation of the Black- headed Gulls from a hide 
(blind), i wondered whether the birds were 
pressured to leave the nest by the presence 
of the mate that was eager to replace them. i 
tested this by building an additional, adjacent 
nest in their territory with an opaque partition 
between the two nests. Both birds incubated 
simultaneously more than twice their usual 
shifts. The findings from that experiment 
(which i have never published) prepared me, 
years later, to gather data on the competition 
displayed among babblers to serve their group.

in 1953 i was among the small group of nat-
uralists who established the sPni (society for 
the Protection of nature in israel). returning 
from oxford at the end of 1955, i opted for the 
position of secretary of the society rather than 
that of a demonstrator at the Hebrew Univer-
sity. i was its secretary- general from 1955 to 
1969, during which the sPni succeeded in 
promoting conservation legislature and build-
ing a system of field study centers that serve 
thousands of youth and tourists annually. 
Like in other countries, here too bird watchers 
were the pioneers and more active members of 
the sPni.

in the late 1960s i studied the wintering 
White Wagtails around Tel- aviv. M. cullen, a 
close friend from our time as Tinbergen’s stu-
dents, suggested that a modern Phd project 
demands some experimentation. Hence, by 
changing the dispersion of the wagtails’ food, i 
manipulated them into altering their dispersal 
from territorial behavior into that of flocking.

i returned to oxford to the edward Grey 
institute in 1970, to write up the wagtail study, 
suggesting that the wagtail roosts function as 
information centers. That year i met with P. 
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ChaPTer 11

Tomorrow’s Birds

Birds are among the best indicators of a healthy environment.
— ernst mayr, in stresemann’s (1975: 396) orniThology: from 
arisToTle To The PresenT, pointing out why ornithologists 

were among the earliest Conservationists

the tragedy of shifting baselines

spix’s maCaw is one of the largest and 
most spectacular parrots in the world. it is 
also balancing on the brink of extinction, 
and in the wild it is almost certainly extinct. 
a victim of habitat loss in its native Brazil 
and a corrupt global cage- bird trade, spix’s 
Macaw currently (2013) consists of around 
just eighty- five captive individuals held at 
five locations around the world. Most are 
derived from a single breeding pair and are 
so inbred they are effectively clones of each 
other: clones with an unlikely future.

discovered by Johann Baptist von spix in 
1817, the species was already in decline— the 
result of habitat destruction and exploitation 
along the rio são francisco corridor. yet as 
it became rarer, spix’s Macaw became more 
attractive for bird dealers— rarity has always 

bred demand— and it was this secondary 
cause that effectively sealed its fate. in 1978 
spix’s Macaw was listed as “vulnerable” in 
the iUcn’s red List,1 and just ten years later 
only three or four individuals were thought 
to be left in the wild. The rapid decline in the 
1970s and 1980s was engineered by just two 
bird dealers known to have taken twenty- 
three individuals from the wild, which they 
sold for about $10,000 apiece. By 1990 only 
a single bird, a male, remained in the forests 
of Brazil. in a desperate attempt to save the 
species, a captive female was released nearby 
in 1995. ironically, but fortuitously, this fe-
male was thought to have been the male’s 
partner prior to her capture six years earlier. 
Just six weeks after the pair was reunited, the 
female disappeared and was later found dead 

in 1900 rollo Beck (chapters 2– 3) collected nine individuals of the already rare Guadalupe caracara from a flock of 
eleven he encountered on Guadalupe island, Baja california. There was one further, unconfirmed sighting of this 
 species in 1903, and the species was certainly extinct by 1906. Painting by ralph steadman.
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The phenomenon known as “predator 
blindness” was first noticed among hand- 
reared african collared doves (Klingham-
mer 1967). in virtually all subsequent studies, 
hand- reared birds proved to be less fearful of 
predators than parent- reared offspring. The 
mechanism for this is unknown, but it must 
involve cultural learning (curio 1998: 174- 
5). vulnerable species can be conditioned to 
avoid predators— as curio (1969) did with 
darwin’s finches harassed by a cat, and as 
has been shown in Takahe chicks trained to 
avoid stoats (Hölzer et al. 1995; McLean et 
al. 1999). But as curio (1998) pointed out, for 
this conditioning to have a lasting effect in the 
wild, these behaviors would need to be cultur-
ally transmitted across generations. so far at 
least, there’s no evidence that this occurs.

genetic introgression still occurred through 
the 1990s (Kennedy 2009), and while num-
bers continue to slowly rise, the population 
is still critically endangered.34

once the misimprinting problem was rec-
ognized, offspring were hand reared using 
glove puppets resembling the correct paren-
tal species, an approach pioneered with Pere-
grine falcons (cade and fyfe 1977) and later 
used on other species, including sandhill 
cranes (Horwich 1989), Takahe (Maxwell 
and Jamieson 1997), and california condors 
(snyder and snyder 2000). Whether hand- 
reared birds misimprint seems to depend on 
whether they are reared alone or with con-
specifics of the same age: misimprinting is 
less of a problem if conspecifics are reared 
together (curio 1996).

Whooping cranes.
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ddt

The acronym ddT35 is almost synonymous 
with environmental contamination. ddT is 
a particularly persistent pesticide that, once 
ingested, accumulates in fat stores and then 
builds up in the food chain with devastating 
effects on top predators. The removal of ddT 
from western agriculture was one of the 
major success stories in environmental pro-
tection during the twentieth century, and it 
set precedents for the removal and control of 
other toxic pesticides. Many people worked 
to achieve this goal, but the contribution of 
rachel carson is particularly significant.

in an overview of the role of behavioral 
studies in conservation, caro (1998) recog-
nized both the advantages and disadvan-
tages of employing behavioral knowledge. 
The main limitation is that behavioral stud-
ies are labor intensive and often take time, 
whereas conservation problems are often 
urgent and require a rapid response. second, 
with a handful of notable exceptions— such 
as the spotted owl (forsman et al. 1984), 
seychelles Warbler (Komdeur et al. 1997), 
and stitchbird (ewen et al. 1999)— there 
have been relatively few behavioral studies of 
endangered species, so it is difficult to make 
appropriate generalizations.

once thought extinct, new Zealand’s south island Takahe was rediscovered in 1948; conservation measures includ-
ing captive breeding and translocations have resulted in their numbers increasing to 260 by 2012.
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aPPendix 2: five hundred orniThologiSTS

we mention over seven hundred orni-
thologists in this book, but space allows us 
to list only about five hundred here. This 
biographical register saves us from includ-
ing birth and death dates in the main text 
and provides a quick source of the most basic 
biographical information. The information 
is arranged as last name, first name, initials, 
birth- death dates, nationality, and (if dif-
ferent from country of birth) the country or 
countries (abbreviations below) in which that 
person was employed as an ornithologist, 
and research field (categories below). We 
have also included a photograph of a sample 
of individuals whose image does not already 
appear in the text.

coUnTry codes (from http://www 
.immigration- usa.com/country_digraphs 
.html): ar = argentina, aT = austria, aU = 
australia, Be = Belgium, ca = canada, cn 
= china, cH = switzerland, de = Germany, 
dK = denmark, ee = estonia, fi = finland, 
fr = france, HU = Hungary, ie = ireland, 
iL = israel, iT = italy, JP = Japan, LK = sri 
Lanka, LT = Lithuania, Lv = Latvia, nL = 
the netherlands, no = norway, nZ = new 
Zealand, Pa = Panama, rU = russia, se = 
sweden, sn = senegal, Us = United states 

of america, UK = United Kingdom, Za = 
south africa.

fieLds of sTUdy: anat = anatomy, 
behav = behavior, coll = collector, cons = con-
servation, ecol = ecology, evol = evolution, 
feath = feathers and flight, gene = genetics, 
hist = history, life = life history, migr = mi-
gration, homing, and navigation, orni = or-
nithology in general, paleo = paleontology, 
phys = physiology, popn = population ecol-
ogy, syst = systematics.

Abbott, Ian J 1947 aU- ca evol
Ahlquist, Jon E b? Us syst
Aldrich, John W 1906–95 Us popn
Alerstam, Thomas b1949 se migr
Alexander, Horace G 1889–1989 UK orni
Alexander, Wilfred B 1885–1965 UK orni
Allen, Arthur A 1885–1964 Us behav
Allen, Joel A 1838–1921 Us behav
Amadon, Dean 1912–2003 Us syst
Andersson, Malte 1941 se behav
Armstrong, Edward A 1900–78 UK 

behav- ecol
Aschoff, Jürgen 1913–98 de phys
Ashmole, N Philip b1934 UK ecol
Askenmo, Conny b1941 se behav

alerstam amadon armstrong aschoff Bang P. Bateson
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five hundred 

or nithologists

Bowman, Robert I 1926–2009 ca- Us 
evol- ecol

Brodkorb, W Pierce 1908–92 Us paleo
Brooke, Mike de L b1950 UK cons
Broom, Robert 1866–1951 UK paleo
Brown, Jerram L b1930 Us behav
Brown, Richard G B 1935–2010 UK- ca 

migr- cons
Bruch, Carl 1789–1857 de syst
Brush, Alan H 1934 Us feath- evol
Bumpus, Hermon C 1862–1943 Us evol
Burke, Terry 1957 UK gene- evol
Burkitt, James P 1870–1959 ie orni
Burley, Nancy T b1949 Us behav- evol
Butler, Pat J b1943 UK phys
Buxton, John 1912–89 UK orni
Campbell, W Bruce 1912–93 UK ecol
Carson, Rachel L 1907–64 Us cons
Cayley, Neville W 1886–1950 aU orni
Chance, Edgar P 1881–1955 UK behav
Chapin, James P 1889–1964 Us syst
Chapman, Frank M 1864–1945 Us orni
Charmantier Anne b1977 fr- UK ecol- evol
Chiappe, Luis M b1962 Us paleo
Cinat- Tomson, Hilda b?–d? Lv behav
Clarke, William E 1853–1938 UK migr
Clayton, Nicky S b1962 UK- Us behav
Cobb, Stanley 1887–1968 Us anat
Coburn, Charles A b?–d? Us behav
Cockburn, Andrew b1954 aU behav
Cody, Martin L b1941 Us ecol
Collinge, Walter E 1867–1947 UK ecol

Audubon, John J 1785–1851 fr- Us- UK orni
Axel, Bert 1915–2001 UK orni
Bairlein, Franz b1952 de migr
Baker, Allen J b1943 nZ- ca syst
Baker, John R 1894–1973 UK ecol
Baker, E C Stuart 1864–1944 UK behav
Baldamus, Eduard 1812–93 de behav
Baldwin, S Prentiss 1868–1938 Us orni
Bang, Betsy G 1912–2003 Us phys
Barrett, John 1913–99 UK orni
Bateson, Patrick P G b1938 UK behav
Bateson, William H 1861–1926 UK gene
Beach, Frank A 1911–88 Us behav
Beal, Foster E 1840–1916 Us ecol
Bechstein, Johann M 1757–1822 de orni
Beck, Rollo H 1870–1950 Us coll
Bécoeur, Jean- Baptiste 1718–77 fr orni
Beebe, William 1877–1962 Us orni
Beecher, William J 1914–2002 Us anat
Benkman, Craig W b1956 Us ecol- evol
Bennett, George 1804–93 UK anat
Bennett, Peter b1960 UK ecol- evol
Bent, Arthur C 1866–1954 Us orni
Benvenuti, Silvano b1944 iT migr
Berkhoudt, Herman b1945 nL anat- phys
Bert, Paul 1833–86 fr phys
Berthold, Arnold A 1803–61 de phys
Berthold, Peter b1939 de phys- migr
Boag, Peter T 1953 ca evol
Bock, Walter J 1933 Us anat- evol
Borelli, Giovanni A 1608–79 iT feath
Bourlière, François 1913–93 fr migr

Berkhoudt Burley charmantier clarke clayton coues
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“A first-class review not only of the recent history of ornithology but also of 

the key players involved. No other book of this type comes anywhere near 

this one in its breadth of coverage and depth of scholarship. Ten Thousand 

Birds is in a class by itself, and an outstanding read.” 

—Ian Newton, author of The Migration Ecology of Birds 

 

 

“This book fills an important and neglected niche. The mix of science, 

history, personality, and human interest is unique and one that people will 

find highly appealing. I found the prose not only engaging but downright 

riveting.” 
—Walt Koenig, coeditor of Ecology and Evolution of Cooperative 

Breeding in Birds 

 

 

“This is a hugely impressive book that synthesizes an enormous amount of 

information in a very accessible and engaging way, and makes an original 

contribution not only to the history of modern ornithology but also to the 

general history of biological science since Darwin. It will be an invaluable 

reference for general readers and students, and offers specialists a 

paradigmatic case study of the scientific method in action.” 

—Jeremy Mynott, author of Birdscapes: Birds in Our Imagination and 

Experience 

 

 

“This brilliant, wide-ranging book examines the debates, mistakes, and 

major conceptual breakthroughs that advanced our knowledge of avian 

biology. It documents how science proceeds, and skillfully humanizes it. 

Ten Thousand Birds is not only the best modern treatise on the history of 

ornithology. It is also a powerful summary of the remarkable biology of 

birds and what we still don’t know. This book is not just for ornithologists or 

serious birders.” 
—Frank Gill, author of Ornithology 
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